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About the Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program
 

The Knoxville Regional Transportation Planning Organization (TPO) 
coordinates a comprehensive, multi-modal transportation planning 
process for the Knoxville urban area. Members include: Cities of Alcoa, 
Knoxville and Maryville, Town of Farragut, Lenoir City, Blount, Knox, 
Loudon, and Sevier Counties, Tennessee Department of Transportation, 
and East Tennessee Development District.

As a component of the TPO, the Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program 
envisions a convenient, effi cient transportation system where people can 
bike safely to all destinations. 

Bicycling is a great way to get around town. It saves money, improves air 
quality and is good exercise. The purpose of the Bicycle Program is to 
integrate bicycling into the transportation system. The program works with 
all City and County departments within the TPO boundary to implement 
the Regional Bicycle Plan.

Nationwide, communities are realizing they cannot build their way out of 
congestion. They must look to other solutions, such as transit, carpooling 
and bicycling. A healthy transportation system provides safe, convenient 
choices. Improving bicycling conditions provides alternatives for the 
increasing numbers of citizens who can’t afford, don’t want to or are 
physically unable to drive motor vehicles. 

Bicycling is the healthy transportation choice. Regular exercise helps 
prevent heart disease, osteoporosis, diabetes, colon cancer, depression 
and many more diseases. Obesity has increased at alarming rates, even 
in children. Bicycling to work, school or for errands is an easy way to make 
exercise a part of your daily life.

For more information, please visit our web site at www.knoxtrans.org 
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Introduction
Traffi  c rules exist to improve everyone’s safety and are based on collective 
experience. Most crashes can be avoided if both bicyclists and motorists follow the 
rules of the road. 

Th e Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program reminds both motorists and bicyclists to 
remember a few things when out on the roads.

MOTORISTS 
Individual drivers can make the roads safer by driving at reasonable speeds, 
expecting and slowing for bicyclists and pedestrians, and leaving plenty of room 
when passing. Remember that if bicyclists and pedestrians were not out walking 
and riding, they would probably be out driving, creating more traffi  c congestion!

When you pass a bicyclist on the street, remember:

• Bicyclists are, by state law, drivers of vehicles. 
 Bicyclists have the same rights as other vehicle drivers to be on the road. 

• Giving 3 feet is the law in Tennessee, but more than 3 feet is   
 needed if speed limits are above 40 mph. 

• If bicyclists squeeze over to the right, they endanger themselves. They end  
 up facing debris on the road and bad storm drain grates. Common   
 sense and the law allow bicyclists to ride as far to the left  
 of such roadside hazards as needed for safety. 

• If the lane is too narrow for the motorist to safely pass the bicyclist within  
 the lane, while still allowing the cyclist a safe buffer-distance from both   
 roadside hazards and the passing vehicle, the law allows the   
 bicyclist to take the entire lane. This means the motorist has to  
 wait behind for a safe chance to pass. Remember that it is easier to   
 pass a person on a bicycle than that same person driving an automobile.
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• Traffi c Signals
At some signalized intersections, an electrical circuit with loops embedded in the 
pavement is used to detect vehicles waiting for a green light. Th e light will not turn 
green until the sensor detects metal, indicating the presence of a vehicle. Some 
sensors are not sensitive enough to detect the metal in a bicycle, and some bicycles 
are made of carbon fi ber and do not contain enough metal to be detected. Th e most 
sensitive position for a bicycle to be detected is directly over the pavement cut. An 
unresponsive loop should be reported to the local traffi  c engineering offi  ce. A new 
state law has made it legal for motorcycles to proceed through a red light if the 
sensor does not detect them, but the law did not include bicycles. In the City of 
Knoxville, some detectors have three pavement cuts and bicyclists should position 
their bicycles over the center one - in the center of the travel lane.

• Aggressive Driving/Harassment
A few motorists verbally threaten bicyclists, or even throw objects at them. 
Bicyclists are often not clear on what to do in this situation.  If you are physically 
threatened by a driver or passenger’s actions, note the license plate number and a 
description of the vehicle and the harasser, and call the appropriate law enforcement 
agency as soon as possible. 

• Assault
A person commits assault who: (1) Intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causes 
bodily injury to another; (2) intentionally or knowingly causes another to 
reasonably fear imminent bodily injury; or (3) intentionally or knowingly causes 
physical contact with another and a reasonable person would regard the contact as 
extremely off ensive or provocative. 

If the driver or passenger assaults you with an object, that would be simple assault. 
If they use the vehicle to try to run you off  the road or hit you, that is considered 
aggravated assault because the vehicle is a weapon.
  

Although it is legal, bicycling on sidewalks is not 
recommended except for young children. Motorists are 
not looking for or expecting bicyclists on a sidewalk, 
which creates dangerous situations every time the 
bicyclist crosses a driveway or intersection. Many 
people assume riding on sidewalks is safer than on the 
road, but studies show that assumption to be false. 
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BICYCLISTS
For bicyclists, safety depends more on how you ride rather than where. Many 
studies show that bicyclists who practice “Vehicular Cycling,” following the rules 
of the road and using front and rear lights starting at dusk, are statistically as safe as 
motorists and up to twenty times safer than bicyclists who don’t follow road rules or 
use lights. Following these rules makes the streets safe for everyone:

• Stop and yield to cross traffi c before entering a road from a driveway or  
 sidewalk. Stop at stop signs. Stop when you have the red at traffi c signals.  
 Remember, you are the driver of a vehicle and have the same rights AND  
 responsibilities as motorists.

• Be predictable and visible. A bicyclist should ride to the right so   
 that other vehicles can pass, but the bicyclist should ride in a predictable  
 straight line. Swerving left to avoid potholes, parked cars, broken glass   
 and other hazards can surprise motorists who are attempting to pass.    
 A bicyclist who stays too far to the right is less visible to drivers. Moving   
 left when the lane is too narrow for a bicycle and another vehicle to share  
 helps motorists who might otherwise misjudge passing space.

• Ride with traffi c. A bicyclist who rides facing oncoming traffi c increases  
 his/her risk of being hit by a motorist. Drivers entering and exiting the   
 roadway at side streets and driveways do not expect bicyclists to approach  
 from the wrong direction. 

• Signal. Use arm signals to communicate turning or merging movements to  
 other drivers. If you communicate with motorists they will likely cooperate  
 with you.

• Wear a helmet. Your helmet is a lot like a seat belt. Wear it all the time  
 as “insurance,” but then drive so safely that you never need that insurance. 

• Lights on at dusk. Use a white light on the front and we recommend a  
 red light in the rear as well, whenever you ride at dusk or after dark.   
 Refl ectors are not enough. Motorists try to avoid hitting a cyclist they can  
 see, but a bicycle without lights at night is nearly invisible. Headlights are not  
 just used so that the bicyclist can see where he/she is going—the most   
 important purpose of lights and refl ectors is to let motorists know that the  
 bicyclist is there.

Bicycling in cooperation with traffi  c and the law is an enjoyable experience with 
many health benefi ts. 
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• Signals for Turns
Every driver who intends to start, stop or turn, or partly turn from a direct 
line, shall fi rst see that such movement can be made in safety, and whenever the 
operation of any other vehicle may be aff ected by such movement, shall give a signal 
required in this section, plainly visible to the driver of such other vehicle of the 
intention to make such movement. 

Whenever the signal is given by means of the hand and arm, the driver shall 
indicate the intention to start, stop, or turn, or partly turn, by extending the hand 
and arm from and beyond the left side of the vehicle, in the following manner:  

• For left turn, or to pull to the left, the arm shall be extended in a horizontal   
 position straight from and level with the shoulder; 
• For right turn, or pull to the right, the arm shall be extended upward. 
 (You can also use your right arm, extended straight out. Th e law was written for   
 drivers of motor vehicles, who cannot use their right arms for turn signals.)
• For slowing down or to stop, the arm shall be extended downward 
 (55-8-143)

• Sidewalk Riding
Th e City of Knoxville and Knox County allow bicycles to be operated on sidewalks 
and in crosswalks, but bicyclists must act like pedestrians instead of vehicles. 
Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians and give audible warnings before passing 
pedestrians. Bicyclists are not allowed on sidewalks where they are prohibited by 
offi  cial traffi  c control devices. Other jurisdictions, including Farragut, Maryville, 
Alcoa and Blount County, do not have ordinances related to bicycles on sidewalks. 
Th is typically is interpreted to mean that it is allowed, but bicyclists should yield to 
pedestrians and be respectful.
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Uniform Traffic Control Synopsis
For purposes of reducing high-risk behaviors, the most important sections of the 
Tennessee Code Title 55 are indicated below.

• Legal Status of Bicycles
A bicycle is defi ned as a vehicle and bicyclists are subject to the same rights and 
responsibilities of other drivers, except those provisions which by their nature can 
have no application to bicyclists (55-8-101, 55-8-172).

• Obedience to Any Required Traffi c-Control Device
All drivers, including bicyclists, must obey all offi  cial 
traffi  c-control devices 
(55-8-109).

• Driving on Right Side of Roadway
Upon all roadways of suffi  cient width, a vehicle shall be driven upon the right half 
of the roadway, except:

• When passing another vehicle proceeding in the  
 same direction (pass on the left)
• When the right half of a roadway is closed because 
 of construction 
• On a roadway divided into three marked lanes for  
 traffi  c under the rules applicable thereon; or 
• On a one-way street (55-8-115)

• Paved Shoulders
Since the defi nition of “roadway” excludes the shoulder (55-8-101), bicyclists are not 
required to ride on the shoulder, although they may prefer to do so. Shoulders are 
often fi lled with debris and broken glass, so they are not always good places to ride.

• Passing
Th e operator of a motor vehicle when overtaking and passing a bicycle proceeding 
in the same direction on the roadway, shall leave a safe distance between the motor 
vehicle and the bicycle of not less than three feet (3’) and shall maintain such 
clearance until safely past the overtaken bicycle.
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• Bicycle Lamps and Brakes
Every bicycle when used at night must be equipped with a 
front white headlight visible at a distance of 500 feet, and 
a red rear refl ector visible at a distance of 50 feet. Bicycles 
must also be equipped with brakes that allow the bicyclist 
to stop within 25 feet at 10 mph on dry pavement 
(55-8-177).

• Carrying Articles on Bicycles
No bicyclist shall carry any package, bundle or article which prevents them from 
keeping at least one hand upon the handlebars (55-8-176).

• No Passengers
No one can ride a bicycle other than on a permanent seat. No bicycle shall be used 
to carry more persons than the number for which it is designed (55-8-173).

• Clinging to Vehicles 
A bicyclist may not attach themselves or their bicycle to any other vehicle on a 
roadway (55-8-174).

• Helmet Law and Child Bicycle Safety 
With regard to any bicycle operated on any highway, street or sidewalk, all bicyclists 
under the age of 16 must wear a protective bicycle helmet of good fi t fastened 
securely upon the head with the straps of the helmet. 

All passengers on bicycles must weigh less than 40 pounds or be less than 40 inches 
in height, and be properly seated in and adequately secured to a restraining seat 
(55-52-105).

Bicycle helmets, properly fi tted and secured, have 
been found effective at reducing the incidence 
and severity of head, brain and upper facial 
injuries. Head injuries account for about 30% of 
emergency room visits of injured bicyclists. We 
encourage anyone riding a bike to wear a helmet, 
no matter what age you are! 
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Bicyclists must pass stopped or slower vehicles on the left, just as motorists do. 
Passing on the right is only allowed when the vehicle overtaken is making or about 
to make a left turn, on a road with unobstructed pavement not occupied by parked 
vehicles of suffi  cient width for two or more lines of moving vehicles in each direction; 
and on a one-way street where the roadway is free from obstructions and of suffi  cient 
width for two or more lines of moving vehicles. Th e driver of a vehicle may overtake 
and pass another vehicle upon the right only under conditions permitting such 
movement in safety. In no event shall such movement be made by driving off  the 
pavement or main-traveled portion of the roadway (55-8-117, 55-8-118).

We recommend that bicyclists not pass cars on the right, though it may be tempting. 
Motorists may suddenly turn right into a driveway, or pull out in front of you 
because they see a line of stopped cars, not you. 

• Intersections and Turning Movements
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Left Turns. A bicyclist who cannot readily merge left in advance of turning left may 
turn at the next block or stop at the far side of the intersection, turn left and then 
proceed across the street after complying with right-of-way rules. But when 
operating normally on the roadway, bicyclists, like motorists, must move towards the 
middle of the road before turning left. 

Th e bicyclist should turn left from the right side of a left-turn lane, or from the 
middle to left of a lane that also serves through traffi  c. Moving to the proper 
position for a left turn may require the bicyclist to begin moving left a block or more 
in advance of the turn, especially if there are several lanes to cross.

All drivers turning left must yield to traffi  c coming from the opposite direction. Th e 
duty to yield depends on who is turning and who is going straight, not they type of 
vehicle the operator is driving. 

Straight Through. Drivers may have to change lane position in order to go straight 
through an intersection. If the right lane becomes a right-turn-only lane, bicyclists 
will need to merge left in order to go straight. If the rightmost lane permits both 
straight-through and right-turn movements, a bicyclist may merge towards the 
center of the lane to communicate to following motorists that the bicyclist does not 
intend to turn right, and to prevent the motorists from overtaking and turning at 
the same time. (55-8-140) 

• Road Position for Bicyclists
Bicyclists moving more slowly than other traffi  c should ride as close as practicable 
to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway, except:

• When overtaking and passing another vehicle   
 proceeding in the same direction; 
• When preparing for a left turn at an intersection or  
 into a private road or driveway; or 
• When reasonably necessary to avoid conditions  
 including, but not limited to, parked vehicles,   
 animals, surface hazards, or a lane that is too   
 narrow for a bicycle and another vehicle to travel  
 safely side by side within the lane (55-8-175).

• Riding Side-by-side
Bicyclists shall not ride more than two abreast, except on paths or parts of roadways 
set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles. Persons riding two abreast shall not 
impede the normal and reasonable movement of traffi  c and, on a laned roadway, 
shall ride within a single lane (55-8-175).

Right Turns. Th e law specifi es that both the approach to a right turn and the turn 
itself must be made “in the rightmost lane and as close as practicable to the curb 
or edge of road.”  Th is is rarely a problem for bicyclists. However, motorists often 
fail to observe this rule. Passing a bicyclist and then immediately turning right is a 
violation of this rule. Drivers must pass at a safe distance to the left and not return 
to the right until safely passed. 

Bicyclists intending to go straight ahead who overtake vehicles that are waiting to 
turn right are at high risk of collision. Th is is particularly a problem with trucks and 
buses that must necessarily begin the right turn  from a distance away from the 
right curb. If the motorist is at the intersection fi rst and is clearly indicating a right 
turn, it is the bicyclist who is at fault for passing on the right, since it is clearly 
unsafe to do so in such circumstances.
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Passing on the right is only allowed when the vehicle overtaken is making or about 
to make a left turn, on a road with unobstructed pavement not occupied by parked 
vehicles of suffi  cient width for two or more lines of moving vehicles in each direction; 
and on a one-way street where the roadway is free from obstructions and of suffi  cient 
width for two or more lines of moving vehicles. Th e driver of a vehicle may overtake 
and pass another vehicle upon the right only under conditions permitting such 
movement in safety. In no event shall such movement be made by driving off  the 
pavement or main-traveled portion of the roadway (55-8-117, 55-8-118).

We recommend that bicyclists not pass cars on the right, though it may be tempting. 
Motorists may suddenly turn right into a driveway, or pull out in front of you 
because they see a line of stopped cars, not you. 

• Intersections and Turning Movements
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Uniform Traffic Control Synopsis
For purposes of reducing high-risk behaviors, the most important sections of the 
Tennessee Code Title 55 are indicated below.

• Legal Status of Bicycles
A bicycle is defi ned as a vehicle and bicyclists are subject to the same rights and 
responsibilities of other drivers, except those provisions which by their nature can 
have no application to bicyclists (55-8-101, 55-8-172).

• Obedience to Any Required Traffi c-Control Device
All drivers, including bicyclists, must obey all offi  cial 
traffi  c-control devices 
(55-8-109).

• Driving on Right Side of Roadway
Upon all roadways of suffi  cient width, a vehicle shall be driven upon the right half 
of the roadway, except:

• When passing another vehicle proceeding in the  
 same direction (pass on the left)
• When the right half of a roadway is closed because 
 of construction 
• On a roadway divided into three marked lanes for  
 traffi  c under the rules applicable thereon; or 
• On a one-way street (55-8-115)

• Paved Shoulders
Since the defi nition of “roadway” excludes the shoulder (55-8-101), bicyclists are not 
required to ride on the shoulder, although they may prefer to do so. Shoulders are 
often fi lled with debris and broken glass, so they are not always good places to ride.

• Passing
Th e driver of a vehicle overtaking another vehicle proceeding in the same direction 
shall pass to the left at a safe distance and cannot move back into the right lane 
until safely clear of the overtaken vehicle.
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• Bicycle Lamps and Brakes
Every bicycle when used at night must be equipped with a 
front white headlight visible at a distance of 500 feet, and 
a red rear refl ector visible at a distance of 50 feet. Bicycles 
must also be equipped with brakes that allow the bicyclist 
to stop within 25 feet at 10 mph on dry pavement 
(55-8-177).

• Carrying Articles on Bicycles
No bicyclist shall carry any package, bundle or article which prevents them from 
keeping at least one hand upon the handlebars (55-8-176).

• No Passengers
No one can ride a bicycle other than on a permanent seat. No bicycle shall be used 
to carry more persons than the number for which it is designed (55-8-173).

• Clinging to Vehicles 
A bicyclist may not attach themselves or their bicycle to any other vehicle on a 
roadway (55-8-174).

• Helmet Law and Child Bicycle Safety 
With regard to any bicycle operated on any highway, street or sidewalk, all bicyclists 
under the age of 16 must wear a protective bicycle helmet of good fi t fastened 
securely upon the head with the straps of the helmet. 

All passengers on bicycles must weigh less than 40 pounds or be less than 40 inches 
in height, and be properly seated in and adequately secured to a restraining seat 
(55-52-105).

Bicycle helmets, properly fi tted and secured, have 
been found effective at reducing the incidence 
and severity of head, brain and upper facial 
injuries. Head injuries account for about 30% of 
emergency room visits of injured bicyclists. We 
encourage anyone riding a bike to wear a helmet, 
no matter what age you are! 
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BICYCLISTS
For bicyclists, safety depends more on how you ride rather than where. Many 
studies show that bicyclists who practice “Vehicular Cycling,” following the rules 
of the road and using front and rear lights starting at dusk, are statistically as safe as 
motorists and up to twenty times safer than bicyclists who don’t follow road rules or 
use lights. Following these rules makes the streets safe for everyone:

• Stop and yield to cross traffi c before entering a road from a driveway or  
 sidewalk. Stop at stop signs. Stop when you have the red at traffi c signals.  
 Remember, you are the driver of a vehicle and have the same rights AND  
 responsibilities as motorists.

• Be predictable and visible. A bicyclist should ride to the right so   
 that other vehicles can pass, but the bicyclist should ride in a predictable  
 straight line. Swerving left to avoid potholes, parked cars, broken glass   
 and other hazards can surprise motorists who are attempting to pass.    
 A bicyclist who stays too far to the right is less visible to drivers. Moving   
 left when the lane is too narrow for a bicycle and another vehicle to share  
 helps motorists who might otherwise misjudge passing space.

• Ride with traffi c. A bicyclist who rides facing oncoming traffi c increases  
 his/her risk of being hit by a motorist. Drivers entering and exiting the   
 roadway at side streets and driveways do not expect bicyclists to approach  
 from the wrong direction. 

• Signal. Use arm signals to communicate turning or merging movements to  
 other drivers. If you communicate with motorists they will likely cooperate  
 with you.

• Wear a helmet. Your helmet is a lot like a seat belt. Wear it all the time  
 as “insurance,” but then drive so safely that you never need that insurance. 

• Lights on at dusk. Use a white light on the front and we recommend a  
 red light in the rear as well, whenever you ride at dusk or after dark.   
 Refl ectors are not enough. Motorists try to avoid hitting a cyclist they can  
 see, but a bicycle without lights at night is nearly invisible. Headlights are not  
 just used so that the bicyclist can see where he/she is going—the most   
 important purpose of lights and refl ectors is to let motorists know that the  
 bicyclist is there.

Bicycling in cooperation with traffi  c and the law is an enjoyable experience with 
many health benefi ts. 
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• Signals for Turns
Every driver who intends to start, stop or turn, or partly turn from a direct 
line, shall fi rst see that such movement can be made in safety, and whenever the 
operation of any other vehicle may be aff ected by such movement, shall give a signal 
required in this section, plainly visible to the driver of such other vehicle of the 
intention to make such movement. 

Whenever the signal is given by means of the hand and arm, the driver shall 
indicate the intention to start, stop, or turn, or partly turn, by extending the hand 
and arm from and beyond the left side of the vehicle, in the following manner:  

• For left turn, or to pull to the left, the arm shall be extended in a horizontal   
 position straight from and level with the shoulder; 
• For right turn, or pull to the right, the arm shall be extended upward. 
 (You can also use your right arm, extended straight out. Th e law was written for   
 drivers of motor vehicles, who cannot use their right arms for turn signals.)
• For slowing down or to stop, the arm shall be extended downward 
 (55-8-143)

• Sidewalk Riding
Th e City of Knoxville and Knox County allow bicycles to be operated on sidewalks 
and in crosswalks, but bicyclists must act like pedestrians instead of vehicles. 
Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians and give audible warnings before passing 
pedestrians. Bicyclists are not allowed on sidewalks where they are prohibited by 
offi  cial traffi  c control devices. Other jurisdictions, including Farragut, Maryville, 
Alcoa and Blount County, do not have ordinances related to bicycles on sidewalks. 
Th is typically is interpreted to mean that it is allowed, but bicyclists should yield to 
pedestrians and be respectful.
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Traffi  c rules exist to improve everyone’s safety and are based on collective 
experience. Most crashes can be avoided if both bicyclists and motorists follow the 
rules of the road. 

Th e Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program reminds both motorists and bicyclists to 
remember a few things when out on the roads.

MOTORISTS 
Individual drivers can make the roads safer by driving at reasonable speeds, 
expecting and slowing for bicyclists and pedestrians, and leaving plenty of room 
when passing. Remember that if bicyclists and pedestrians were not out walking 
and riding, they would probably be out driving, creating more traffi  c congestion!

When you pass a bicyclist on the street, remember:

• Bicyclists are, by state law, drivers of vehicles. 
 Bicyclists have the same rights as other vehicle drivers to be on the road. 

• When passing bicyclists, common sense and state law says that drivers  
 shall pass at a safe distance. Giving 3 feet is a good rule of thumb,  
 but more than 3 feet is recommended if speed limits are above 40 mph. 

• If bicyclists squeeze over to the right, they endanger themselves. They end  
 up facing debris on the road and bad storm drain grates. Common   
 sense and the law allow bicyclists to ride as far to the left  
 of such roadside hazards as needed for safety. 
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 the lane, while still allowing the cyclist a safe buffer-distance from both   
 roadside hazards and the passing vehicle, the law allows the   
 bicyclist to take the entire lane. This means the motorist has to  
 wait behind for a safe chance to pass. Remember that it is easier to   
 pass a person on a bicycle than that same person driving an automobile.
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• Traffi c Signals
At some signalized intersections, an electrical circuit with loops embedded in the 
pavement is used to detect vehicles waiting for a green light. Th e light will not turn 
green until the sensor detects metal, indicating the presence of a vehicle. Some 
sensors are not sensitive enough to detect the metal in a bicycle, and some bicycles 
are made of carbon fi ber and do not contain enough metal to be detected. Th e most 
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state law has made it legal for motorcycles to proceed through a red light if the 
sensor does not detect them, but the law did not include bicycles. In the City of 
Knoxville, some detectors have three pavement cuts and bicyclists should position 
their bicycles over the center one - in the center of the travel lane.

• Aggressive Driving/Harassment
A few motorists verbally threaten bicyclists, or even throw objects at them. 
Bicyclists are often not clear on what to do in this situation.  If you are physically 
threatened by a driver or passenger’s actions, note the license plate number and a 
description of the vehicle and the harasser, and call the appropriate law enforcement 
agency as soon as possible. 

• Assault
A person commits assault who: (1) Intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causes 
bodily injury to another; (2) intentionally or knowingly causes another to 
reasonably fear imminent bodily injury; or (3) intentionally or knowingly causes 
physical contact with another and a reasonable person would regard the contact as 
extremely off ensive or provocative. 

If the driver or passenger assaults you with an object, that would be simple assault. 
If they use the vehicle to try to run you off  the road or hit you, that is considered 
aggravated assault because the vehicle is a weapon.
  

Although it is legal, bicycling on sidewalks is not 
recommended except for young children. Motorists are 
not looking for or expecting bicyclists on a sidewalk, 
which creates dangerous situations every time the 
bicyclist crosses a driveway or intersection. Many 
people assume riding on sidewalks is safer than on the 
road, but studies show that assumption to be false. 
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About the Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program
 

The Knoxville Regional Transportation Planning Organization (TPO) 
coordinates a comprehensive, multi-modal transportation planning 
process for the Knoxville urban area. Members include: Cities of Alcoa, 
Knoxville and Maryville, Town of Farragut, Lenoir City, Blount, Knox, 
Loudon, and Sevier Counties, Tennessee Department of Transportation, 
and East Tennessee Development District.

As a component of the TPO, the Knoxville Regional Bicycle Program 
envisions a convenient, effi cient transportation system where people can 
bike safely to all destinations. 

Bicycling is a great way to get around town. It saves money, improves air 
quality and is good exercise. The purpose of the Bicycle Program is to 
integrate bicycling into the transportation system. The program works with 
all City and County departments within the TPO boundary to implement 
the Regional Bicycle Plan.

Nationwide, communities are realizing they cannot build their way out of 
congestion. They must look to other solutions, such as transit, carpooling 
and bicycling. A healthy transportation system provides safe, convenient 
choices. Improving bicycling conditions provides alternatives for the 
increasing numbers of citizens who can’t afford, don’t want to or are 
physically unable to drive motor vehicles. 

Bicycling is the healthy transportation choice. Regular exercise helps 
prevent heart disease, osteoporosis, diabetes, colon cancer, depression 
and many more diseases. Obesity has increased at alarming rates, even 
in children. Bicycling to work, school or for errands is an easy way to make 
exercise a part of your daily life.

For more information, please visit our web site at www.knoxtrans.org 
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